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Introduction

In the Data Visualization module, we worked on 
searching and analyzing data, representing it, 
and creating logical abstractions. We began by 
studying the basics of data visualization, then 
went deeper into the interaction of the user with 
the interface and data.



Our Collaboration Partner is ETH Zürich / 
Crowther Lab. They are known worldwide for 
their reforestation projects and climate crisis 
data collections.



We had to develop an application for a 
multitouch table which would provide useful and 
valuable knowledge for users about climate 
crises or supporting reforestation projects.

The main goal is to deliver knowledge through 
interaction with the multitouch table.


For this we could use data provided by

Crowther Lab as well as other data sets that

would be relevant to our project.

*Crowther Lab studies global ecosystems, 
leveraging machine learning tools to protect 
biodiversity and address climate change.
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https://www.crowtherlab.com/


research JOURNEY

Starting from the data we got from Crowther 
Lab, we learned of the capability of trees to 
store carbon. Soon we learned that parts of the 
absorbed carbon finds its way into the soil, 
making it a carbon storage as well. 
We started researching the maximum capacity 
of trees and soil.

From there we realized that there exist a lot of 
those reservoirs of carbon with hugely varying 
capacities. 
Discovering how carbon is moved around 
between these reservoirs, we found a new 
understanding of the role of fossil emissions.
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concept

1.There is not one, but two separate natural 
systems on earth constantly moving around 
massive amounts of carbon. 



3.Knowing that there is a slow and a fast 
domain of the carbon cycle is crucial in 
understanding why the use of fossil fuels has as 
big an impact as it has on the environment. 
Though it is a simplification, this visualisation 
tries to convey the science behind the call for 
zero fossil emission.




2.The knowledge we want to deliver:

-the existence of two circles of carbon in nature

-understanding that natural reservoirs have limits 

-continuation of artificial transport of carbon from the slow to the fast cycle evokes irreversible 
temperature changes 
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logical abstraction

text

text

text
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During the research phase we managed to find only a few diagrams representing both the fast and 
slow cycle in them. 



1.In the diagram on the left both cycles are presented with detailed process descriptions.

2.In the diagram on the right the moving of carbon is presented with the concept of reservoirs with 
carbon fluxes between them.  

(Slow 
cycle in yellow)




logical abstraction

goals: elements: concepts:
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1.Present concept of two Cycles



2.Provide knowledge about reservoirs’ capacity

3.Emission and storage ratio



4.Show that since industrialization carbon 
mostly goes from the slow to the fast cycle



Reservoirs (pools)

timescales of 2 cycles

consequences of CO2 redistribution




current CO2 capture

carbon potential of reservoirs




how does time play into our visualization?

how can we visualize the recapture of the CO2?

Slow Cycle / Fast Cycle



Capacity of reservoirs

Fluxes (movment / flows)



Time (during and before industrialization)
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